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April 13, 2020 

 

To All Concerned Parties, 

 

Company: Asahi Intecc Co., Ltd. 

Representative: Masahiko Miyata, President & CEO 

(Securities code: 7747, First section of Tokyo Stock Exchange and Nagoya 

Stock Exchange)  

Contact: 

Mizuho Ito, Member of Board & CFO, General Manager of Administration 

(TEL. +81-561-48-5551) 

 

 

Notice Regarding the Status of Response to New Coronavirus Infection (COVID-19) 
 

 

In order to deal with the new coronavirus infection (COVID-19), Asahi Intecc Group has established a 

countermeasure headquarters and promoted business activities based on the basic policy of “Ensure employee 

safety and responsibility for product supply”. 

The current status of the Group's response is as set forth below. 

 

1. Japan (Whole) 

Asahi Intecc has been taking preventive measures such as restriction of traffic over each bases, expansion of 

telecommuting, carrying out of staggered work hours, implementing decentralized work locations for key 

operations, reducing meetings and shifting to web meetings, granting of special paid leave as parental support for 

temporary school closure, and obligatory temperature measurement for all employees and visitors to reduce 

employee infection risk and continue business. 

 

2. Overseas (Sales) 

Although some sales bases have been affected by curfew and other laws, continuing to operate ensuring the safety 

of employees by such as working from home and taking other measures to minimize these effects. 

 

3. Overseas (Production) 

At TOYOFLEX CEBU CORPORATION (Cebu Factory), production has been temporarily reduced affected by 

the curfew (Refer to “Notice Regarding the Status of Asahi Intecc Group Factory Following the Curfew in the 

Province of Cebu” disclosed on April 9). Production at ASAHI INTECC THAILAND CO., LTD. (Thai Factory) 

which is Asahi Intecc’s main factory, and ASAHI INTECC HANOI CO., LTD. (Hanoi Factory) is currently being 

conducted as usual and no serious problems for supply has occurred. 

 

Asashi Intecc will continue to take necessary measures based on the policies of the government and local 

governments while closely watching the state of COVID-19. 

Kind understanding from all concerned parties is greatly appreciated. 


